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Abstract
This paper presents the effect which the utilization of ex-
cess power in Power-to-Heat units has on an energy sys-
tem which is fully supplied by renewables. For this, a
possible future German integrated energy system consis-
ting of the power, heat and gas sectors is modeled using
the TransiEnt Library in Modelica R©. The first system
contains electric energy storage units, Power-to-Gas as
well as Gas-to-Power plants and hot water storage units
as energy storage technologies. The heat supply does not
use excess power, and an option to curtail renewable po-
wer generation is added. The system costs are optimized
by using simplified models in MATLAB R© and designed
in Modelica afterwards to include the dynamic effects. In
a second system, excess power can also be used in existing
electric heat pumps and in a third system as well in exis-
ting electric heating rods installed in the hot water storage
tanks instead of curtailing renewable energy generation.
This reduces the component sizes and thus the cost of the
system because only control has to be added to enable this
behavior.
Keywords: Integrated Energy System, 100% Renewables,
Power-to-Heat, Energy System Analysis

1 Introduction
To reduce the effects of climate change, the United Na-
tions have created the Paris Agreement (United Nations,
2015). This is a big challenge because CO2 emissions
have to be decreased to a minimum which can only be
achieved by massive integration of renewable energies in
all energy sectors. Because the most promising renewable
energies produce electricity directly, e.g. photovoltaics or
wind turbines (International Energy Agency, 2016), and
to use good storage capacities in the other sectors, sector
coupling will become inevitable.

Many studies have been conducted in recent years, ex-
amining how future integrated energy systems may be de-
signed, e.g. Benndorf et al. (2014); Gerhardt et al. (2015);
Henning and Palzer (2015); Nitsch et al. (2012); Pape et al.
(2014); Teske et al. (2015). In most cases, those studies
are conducted with simplified models. Most commonly,
quasi-stationary models are optimized over a whole year
in time steps of one hour using Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (MILP) to find the most cost-efficient configu-

ration of an energy system. Those models neglect dyna-
mic effects, e.g. time constants of storage units or rapid
changes which occur faster than the time resolution of the
models.

Therefore, the search for a cost-efficient configuration
of a future integrated energy system consisting of the po-
wer, heat and gas sectors was conducted using simplified
quasi-stationary models first and then detailed, dynamic
models for the exact system design in Bode and Schmitz
(2018). This work has been extended by adding more de-
tail to enable the examination of the influence which the
utilization of excess power in Power-to-Heat (PtH) units
has on the overall system.

One option to implement dynamic models is the pro-
gramming language Modelica (Modelica Association,
2018) which enables equation-based and object-oriented
model development. Due to this approach, physical equa-
tions can be written directly in the code and good reusabi-
lity as well as simple maintenance are guaranteed.

2 Previous Work
In Bode and Schmitz (2018), renewable energy production
and end use energy demand curves are generated for the
future energy system of Germany including the power,
heat and gas sectors for a year when those sectors will be
fully supplied by renewables. End use of heat includes low
temperature heat whereas the end use of gas contains high
temperature heat and non-energetic use of gas. Genera-
tion and consumption are matched using different electric
energy storage technologies (lithium-ion battery, pumped
hydro storage or adiabatic compressed air energy storage),
Power-to-Gas units (electrolyzer and methanation unit),
gas storage volumes, Gas-to-Power units (gas turbine or
combined cycle gas turbine), heat producers (solar ther-
mal collector, electric heat pump, gas heat pump, gas boi-
ler) and hot water storage units; see Table 1 and Figure 1.
Energy transmission is assumed to be ideal.

The different storage and conversion technologies are
charged and discharged in a given order, e.g. PHS, LIB,
PtG, CCGT. So in the case of negative residual load, if
the PHS unit is fully charged or is already operating at
maximum power, the LIB will be charged and so on.

This integrated energy system is implemented in two
different ways: First, as a dynamic model, using de-
tailed, dynamic models from the open-source TransiEnt
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Figure 1. Overall system with energy flows between all components examined by Bode and Schmitz (2018). Curtailment (in grey)
is added in this work.

Table 1. Abbreviations of components in the system

Component Abbreviation

Lithium-ion battery LIB
Pumped hydro storage PHS
Adiabatic compressed air
energy storage A-CAES
Power-to-Gas unit (electrolyzer
and methanation unit) PtG
Gas-to-Power unit GtP
Gas turbine GT
Combined cycle gas turbine CCGT

Library (Hamburg University of Technology, 2018; An-
dresen et al., 2015) and models under development, which
are implemented in Modelica in the simulation environ-
ment Dymola (Dassault Systèmes, 2018). Second, as
a simplified model using quasi-stationary equations in
MATLAB (MathWorks, 2018a) to guarantee low compu-
ting times to be able to compare a lot of system configura-
tions in regard to cost. However, due to the high level of
detail, the heating system is included in this system using
gas or electricity demand curves taken from detailed Mo-
delica simulations.

To find the best system configuration, first, the heating
system is simulated to create the electricity and gas de-
mand curves for the heat supply. Second, the simplified
models are used to simulate a wide variety of combina-
tions of the storage and conversion technologies with dif-
ferent sizes. It is ensured that all storage units have the
same state of charge (SOC) at the beginning and at the end
of the year and that all demands are met. Third, the most
promising configurations are again designed in Modelica
and at last compared regarding the cost.

3 Approach
First, a cost-efficient system configuration has to be
found. This is achieved by applying the optimization algo-
rithm patternsearch from the MATLAB Optimiza-
tion Toolbox (MathWorks, 2018b) on the simplified MAT-
LAB model of Bode and Schmitz (2018) with 15 min time
steps to which the ability to curtail renewable energy gene-
ration is added. In the former configuration of the system,
all produced renewable electric energy has to be consumed
by the consumers or storage units as not to waste energy.
With this strategy, the PtG capacity is designed for the
peak load which occurs only once per year. Adding cur-
tailment leads to higher operation hours of the plants and
thus to lower specific cost.

The heat, which is not generated by solar thermal col-
lectors, is supplied by an electric heat pump in combina-
tion with an electric boiler and an electric heating rod in-
stalled in the hot water storage. Gas heat pumps and gas
boilers were excluded because they were not cost-efficient
and the potential of excess power utilization is the high-
est in the electrically driven heat producers. The heating
system is implemented in the MATLAB model by using
electricity demand curves from the heating system mo-
deled in Modelica.

Different combinations of storage technologies and
charging orders are tested based on the results of Bode and
Schmitz (2018) and optimization runs are started from se-
veral starting points to find different local minima. In a
multi-dimensional numerical optimization one can never
be sure if the found minimum is the global minimum or
just a local one. So, the best minimum found is used and
assumed to be the global minimum. As Henning and Pal-
zer (2015) state, there are a lot of different solutions with
only slightly differing cost. Also, the results are highly
dependent on a lot of assumptions, especially prices in the
far future, so the used result here is just a possible, but
likely solution.

Second, this solution is designed by simulating the de-
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tailed Modelica system model (System 1, S1) over a whole
year. The renewable, PtG and GtP nominal power are
changed iteratively to ensure the same SOC of all storage
units at the end as at the beginning of the year while
keeping the electric energy storage sizes and maximum
curtailment power constant.

Third, excess power utilization in PtH units is imple-
mented in the detailed models in Modelica. So, energy,
which would otherwise be curtailed, i.e. wasted, is used
directly in electric heat pumps (S2) or additionally in elec-
tric heating rods in the hot water storage tanks (S3). This
way, heat generation is shifted to times with a lot of re-
newable generation. These systems are designed as well
using the Modelica system models under the same condi-
tions as S1 but keeping the maximum of the sum of cur-
tailed power and used excess power in the heating system
constant.

All simulations are conducted with the Dymola solver
Radau IIa and a tolerance of 10−6.

4 Models
The existing models of Bode and Schmitz (2018), i.e.
quasi-stationary MATLAB and dynamic Modelica mo-
dels, are extended by adding curtailment. In the Modelica
models, the heating system is also modeled in more detail
to enable a better quantification of the use of excess power
in the PtH units.

4.1 Curtailment
Instead of actually reducing the power production of re-
newables in case of an overproduction, this excess power
is consumed by a curtailment model. This way, it can be
included in the existing storage technology structure in the
models. The curtailment model has a maximum power, an
infinite power gradient and an infinite energy capacity.

4.2 Heating System
The considered heating system, which is modeled in Mo-
delica, is shown in Figure 2. With this model, a power
consumption curve is created which is used by the sim-
plified MATLAB model as well as S1 as a demand curve.
In S2 and S3, the heating system model is included in the
overall system model to enable direct coupling; see Fi-
gure 1.

4.2.1 Solar Collector

In the formerly used solar collector model, the water,
which absorbs the solar radiation, is modeled using the
TILMedia Library (TLK-Thermo GmbH and Institut für
Thermodynamik, Technische Universität Braunschweig,
2018). In reality, usually a water-glycol mixture is used to
avoid freezing but due to the unavailability of open-source
media data for this medium in the TILMedia Library, pure
water is used. At low ambient temperatures, low water
temperatures are reached, which leads to freezing, and
thus to warnings from the used media data. The freezing

Table 2. Positions of the inlets, outlets and the electric heating
rod in the hot water storage, measured from the bottom (Reckna-
gel et al., 2017)

Component Height in m

Electric heat pump inlet 1.7
oulet 1.2

Solar collector inlet 0.8
oulet 0.3

Electric heating rod 1.0
Space heating inlet 1.0

oulet 1.8
Hot water and process heat inlet 0.0

oulet 2.0

does not influence the model results, because at those ti-
mes, the solar radiation is so low that no heat is produced,
but the simulation is slowed down due to the output of
those warnings. Therefore, a simple water model is imple-
mented, using constant density ρ = 989.9kg/m2 and spe-
cific heat capacity cW = 4184J/(kgK) based on the fluid
model TILMedia_SplineWater between 10 ◦C and 75 ◦C
at 1 bar. The specific enthalpy h is calculated using the ca-
loric state equation with the temperature T and reference
point 0 at T0 = 273.15K with h0 = 59.65J/kg.

h = cW(T −T0)+h0 (1)

4.2.2 Hot Water Storage

To model the hot water storage in a more realistic way,
the existing model is extended, making it possible to add
more ports in different heights. This way, for instance, the
solar collector can feed the hot water into the lower part of
the storage while the electric heat pump charges the upper
part; see Figure 2. The heights used from Recknagel et al.
(2017) are given in Table 2.

An electric heating rod is also added to the storage
which works like the existing electric boiler model. Be-
cause of this, the electric heat pump does not have to be
designed for the maximum heating capacity which only
occurs once in a few years. Due to much lower specific
cost of the electric heating rod, which is assumed to be the
same as for the electric boiler (70e/kWth (Elsner et al.,
2015)), the cost of the whole system can be reduced.

4.2.3 Consumer Side

To simplify the control structure and speed up the simula-
tions, the consumer models are simplified.

First, the consumers model is combined with the pump
model. The necessary mass flow rate is calculated using
the specific enthalpy calculated by the TILMedia fluid mo-
del at the outlet using the desired temperature, the specific
enthalpy at the inlet and the consumed heat flow rate. With
this model, the controller for the pump can be left out. Ad-
ditionally, the back-mixing valve with its controller can be
omitted as long as it is ensured that the temperature in the
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Figure 2. Considered heating system with modeled water flows.

corresponding control volume of the hot water storage is
always above the current supply temperature defined by
the heating curve. This is guaranteed by the control of the
heat producer.

Second, on the process heat and hot water consumer’s
side, the electric boiler can be added to the combined
pump-consumer model using the same principle as descri-
bed above with a desired electric boiler outlet temperature
of 60 ◦C. The temperature after the consumer is assumed
to be 10 ◦C.

All these simplifications have been validated against the
more detailed models to ensure correct behavior.

4.2.4 Electric Heat Pump

The electric heat pump model is also combined with the
pump model as it is done for the consumers but more equa-
tions have to be added to ensure useful behavior. If the
specific enthalpy at the inlet overshoots the desired speci-
fic enthalpy at the outlet, the mass flow is set to zero and
the specific enthalpy is just passed through to the outlet.
This way, the electric heat pump does not overheat. In
addition, the mass flow rate can be limited to avoid high
peaks.

For this model, a validation against the detailed models
has been conducted as well.

4.2.5 Heating System Control

Proportional (P) controllers are favored over PI or PID
controllers in general for control due to higher simulation
speed and negligible control errors. The model LimPID
from the ClaRa library (Hamburg University of Techno-
logy et al., 2018; Brunnemann et al., 2012) is modified and
used, leaving out the smooth activation feature because it
was found to be unsuitable in some cases.

The control of the pump for the solar collector is chan-
ged to make it more realistic to work in matched-flow ope-
ration. Volume flows between 8 and 40 l/(m2 h) with tem-
peratures between 75 ◦C and 90 ◦C are used (Späte and La-
dener, 2011). To implement this behavior, a P controller
is used. To avoid chattering, a hysteresis is implemented,
which turns the pump on if the inlet temperature is 5 K

above the temperature in the solar collector and turns it
off again if the temperature difference is below 2 K. Mini-
mum on and off times of 1 h each are also added to limit
the switching events.

The control of the electric heat pump is modified to en-
able the use of excess power. The existing P controller,
which is responsible for the normal operation of the heat
pump, has a set value of 0.5 K above the maximum sup-
ply temperature for space heating of 45 ◦C (the minimum
supply temperature is 35 ◦C) and measures the top tempe-
rature of the storage. For the excess power utilization, a
second P controller is added with the same set value as the
first controller but the measured value is the temperature
of the fifth out of ten control volumes (counted from the
top). The output is limited to the available excess power
and added to the output of the first controller and again
limited by the nominal power of the heat pump.

To control the electric heating rod in the hot water
storage in normal operation, i.e. without the use of excess
power, a controller is turned on when the ambient tempe-
rature is below the bivalence point or if the temperature at
the top of the storage is 0.5 K below the desired value. Its
set and measured values are the same as for the heat pump
controller.

If excess power should be used in the electric heating
rod in the hot water storage as well, a second controller is
added here, similar to the heat pump controller. The set
temperature is 75 ◦C to increase the storage capacity. The
output is limited by the remaining excess power, added to
the output of the first controller and limited to the maxi-
mum power of the heating rod.

The required electric base load for the heat supply is
calculated by the sum of the outputs of the first controller
of the electric heat pump and the electric heating rod, re-
spectively. The additional power used is the used excess
power.

To avoid a direct influence of the base load on the ex-
cess power which is fed to all the storage technologies, a
first order block is set after the heating system. The use
of excess power directly decreases the base load which
would instantly increase the excess power. This would
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Table 3. Mathematical and numerical properties of the different
systems.

S1 S2 S3

No. of equations 2645 4294 4395
No. of nontrivial equations 1946 3253 3348
No. of differentiated variables 73 86 86
No. of time states 49 62 62
Biggest nonlinear system of
equations before manipulation 10 23 27
Biggest nonlinear system of
equations after manipulation 1 3 3
No. of event iterations 6015 20550 23809
CPU time in h 0.47 1.72 12.44

influence all storage technologies and slow down the si-
mulation. A small time constant of 60 s is sufficient and
does not distort the results.

4.2.6 Design of Components

The electric heat pump and electric heating rod in the
hot water storage tank were sized for a bivalent operation
(Recknagel et al., 2017). This means that the electric heat
pump should be able to supply all the heat at the bivalence
point which was chosen to be −5 ◦C according to Reckna-
gel et al. (2017). The standard ambient temperature was
calculated using a weighted average of the standard am-
bient temperatures from DIN EN 12831 (DIN Deutsches
Institut für Normung e.V., 2008) of the six biggest Ger-
man metropolitan regions according to IKM (2018) which
results in −12.40 ◦C. Using the standard load profile ap-
proach from BDEW et al. (2016), daily mean values of
the heat demand at standard ambient temperature and at
the bivalence temperature are calculated. With an assu-
med efficiency of the hot water storage of 99 %, the elec-
tric heat pump and the electric heating rod should have
nominal heat flow rates of 137.6 GWth and 31.04 GWth
respectively. The maximum mass flow of the pump for
the electric heat pump is assumed to be 3 ·106 kg/s.

The electric boiler, which increases the temperature of
the water for the hot water and process heat demand, is
designed so that the highest occurring heat flow rate in
that year can be supplied.

The area of the solar collector is chosen to produce the
desired heat according to Bode and Schmitz (2018) and
the volume of the hot water storage is calculated using a
specific value of 0.075 m3/m2 (Recknagel et al., 2017).

4.3 Mathematical and Numerical Properties
The different systems vary strongly in their mathemati-
cal and numerical properties as is shown in Table 3. The
CPU times were measured on a 64 bit cluster with Intel R©

Xeon R© E5-2650 v3 CPUs with 2.30 GHz. Even though
the number of equations and number of event iterations
only increase slightly from S2 to S3, the CPU time rises
by factor 7.2.
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Figure 3. Heat demand curves of the different applications
(daily mean values).
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Figure 4. Heat supply curves of the different heat producers
(daily mean values).

5 Results

5.1 Design Results without Excess Power Uti-
lization (S1)

For the heating system, the design process returned a no-
minal power of the electric boiler of 10.62 GWth, a solar
thermal collector area of 200.6 ·106 m2 and a hot water
storage volume of 15.04 ·106 m3 which leads to a specific
solar heat production of 423.8 kWh/m2. In Figures 3 and
4, the heat demand and heat supply curves are shown. The
electric heating rod is used only from February 3rd to 7th
because then low ambient temperatures are reached.

The best configuration that was found by the opti-
mizer in MATLAB is where a pumped hydro storage
(187.6 TJ, 8.60 GWel) and a lithium-ion battery (284.3 TJ,
54.58 GWel) are charged in this order and Power-to-Gas
in combination with combined cycle gas turbines is used.
The remaining power is curtailed. The results are listed in
Table 4.
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Table 4. Results of the different systems.

S1 S2 S3

Renewable electric
power in GWel 513.7 510.5 505.4
Electrolyzer power in
GWel 136.5 135.3 135.2
Gas-to-Power power in
GWel 120.4 119.8 119.8
Gas storage in 106 kg 4315 4285 4315
Maximum curtailed
power in GWel 152.3 152.3 121.0
Curtailed energy in
TWhel 30.51 28.76 12.61
Electricity consumption
of the heating system in
TWhel
- Electric heat pump 119.87 120.18 117.05
- Electric heating rod 0.25 0.27 17.99
- Electric boiler 59.24 58.69 55.13
Seasonal performance
factor of the heating
system 2.804 2.807 2.644
Solar thermal generation
in TWhth 85.00 84.79 82.70
Annuity in bil.e 111.03 110.67 110.37

5.2 Proof of Concept of Excess Power Utiliza-
tion

In Figure 5, curves from a winter day are shown to visu-
alize the function of the system with excess power utili-
zation in the electric heat pump and the electric heating
rod (S3). Over the day, only low solar thermal genera-
tion occurs and the electric heat pump supplies most of
the heat demand. At 05:45 AM, excess power is available
and completely utilized by the electric heat pump whe-
reas from 11:30 AM the residual load cannot be consu-
med completely because the storage top temperature has
reached the supply temperature of the electric heat pump
and the electric heating rod is at maximum capacity which
results in a noticeable temperature increase in the middle
of the storage.

In Figure 6, a summer day with a significant solar heat
production is shown. Because of the high temperatures in
the storage due to previous sunny days, the excess power
is only partly used and the rest is curtailed: In the begin-
ning (8:00 AM), it is used in the electric heat pump and
from 8:25 AM on in the electric heating rod because the
temperature is too high for the heat pump. The short mi-
nimum in the available excess power at 11:30 AM results
from a charging process in the lithium-ion battery.

5.3 Results with Excess Power Utilization (S2
and S3)

When excess power is used in the electric heat pump (S2),
the system becomes more efficient; see Table 4. The elec-
tric heat pump consumes just slightly more electric energy
(0.31 TWhel, i.e. 0.26 %) but this small shift in the de-
mand leads to a noticeable decrease in required renewable
electric power (−3.23 GWel) as well as the Power-to-Gas,
Gas-to-Power and gas storage units and thus a cost de-
crease of 0.33 %. Because the electric heat pump slightly
increases the average temperature at the top of the storage,
the electric boiler produces less heat which results in a
small increase in the seasonal performance factor of the
whole heating system from 2.804 to 2.807 but the solar
thermal generation also drops by 0.25 %.

The decrease in the gas-related component sizes and
cost continues when excess power is also used in the elec-
tric heating rod in the hot water storage (S3). In this case,
the electric heat pump consumes less electric energy be-
cause the heat from the electric heating rod partly replaces
heat which would otherwise have been produced by the
electric heat pump. This results in a strong decrease in the
seasonal performance factor to 2.644 as well as the solar
thermal generation by 2.70 % compared to S1.

The maximum curtailed power and energy both sink
significantly by 20.58 % and 58.65 %, respectively, com-
pared to the reference case (S1), which leads to the obser-
ved increase in system efficiency and decrease in cost by
0.60 %. Of course, this value depends highly on the cost
assumptions for the components but there can be no case
in which the cost would rise because, due to the excess
power utilization, only certain component sizes decrease
but none increase significantly.

6 Conclusion

The existing models from Bode and Schmitz (2018) are
extended, adding curtailment and more detail in the hea-
ting system. The combination of quasi-stationary MAT-
LAB models and dynamic Modelica models allows for a
good balance of speed and accuracy to investigate the in-
fluence of excess power utilization in electric heat pumps
and electric heating rods. The reusability of the Modelica
models enables the user to quickly build complex energy
system models for dynamic simulation.

Starting at a cost-optimal point (S1), excess power
usage in the electric heat pump (S2) and additionally in
the electric heating rod (S3) is implemented. The results
show that the cost can be reduced from S1 to S2 by 0.33 %
and from S1 to S3 by 0.60 %. Those are small values but
only the control structure of the heating system has to be
changed to enable the system to move the heat generation
to times of high renewable energy generation. This way,
the system becomes more cost and energy efficient.
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Figure 5. Curves of storage temperatures, heat flow rates and electric excess power in the heating system on a winter day in S3.
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Figure 6. Curves of storage temperatures, heat flow rates and electric excess power in the heating system on a summer day in S3.
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